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XII Regional Conference on Cadastre and Spatial Data Infrastructure on topic „Interoperable location
framework” was held in organization of the Surveying and Mapping Authority Republic of Slovenia on 1
June 2021. Due to circumstances caused by Covid-19 pandemic, the Conference was held via electronic
communication channels.

The Regional Conference gathered directors of cadastral agencies of the Western Balkan region together
with their associates, donor representatives (Sida, JICA), World Bank representatives, as well as
representatives of the Swedish, Norwegian and Netherlands geodetic administrations, EuroGeographics,



UNGGIM, CLGE etc.

The Director of the Surveying and Mapping Authority Republic of Slovenia, Mr. Tomaž Petek and
Director- General of the Spatial Planning, Construction and Housing Directorate at the Ministry of
Environment and Spatial Planning Republic of Slovenia, Mr. Georgi Bangiev have opened the Conference
and welcomed all attendees. The Conference was consisted of three sessions within which were held
presentations of the representatives of cadastral and cartographic agencies as well as presentations of the
international organizations and projects.

Mr. Denis Tabucic, Assistant Director, held the presentation on FGA current activities and projects. On
behalf of the Federal Geodetic Administration attended Director, Mr. Zeljko Obradovic, Assistants
Director and Ms Andja Zimic, CILAP Project Director.
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